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Quick Wins for Healthcare Marketing
At the start of the pandemic, healthcare marketers pressed pause on brand and patient acquisition campaigns and 
turned on a dime to produce volumes of COVID-19 content. Now, there’s a new mandate. While the coronavirus 
continues, you need to find new and more effective ways to build volume and regain revenue. And there’s no time to 
waste! 

Every healthcare marketer could use a quick win right now. That’s why we’ve put together Primers to jumpstart a new 
era of marketing and patient acquisition at your institution—quickly and affordably. 

• Brand: We offer Primers to define it, design it, and bring it to market.

• Digital Experience: Get expert assistance with strategy, SEO, accessibility and analytics.

• Patient Acquisition: Fine-tune your service line game plans and improve your targeting.

When you engage Primacy for one of these marketing accelerators, you get ready access to a team with deep 
experience in healthcare, so you can move forward confidently despite the ongoing uncertainty.

Each Primer is designed to be a fast, strategic and cost-effective way to up your marketing game. By the time you 
finish this packet, you’ll have a much clearer picture of how to exploit some quick wins and produce an impact in a 
short time frame.

Now, let’s get started!

Kathleen Ahern
VP, Healthcare Strategy
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A Bit About Primacy

• 130+ people, independent, full service agency

• Broad expertise in strategy, branding, marketing, 
user experience, creative and technology 

• Deep experience in the Healthcare, Education, 
Financial Services industries

• Success with a wide range of clients across the 
health and wellness continuum: large academic 
medical centers, regional health systems, 
community hospitals and payers.
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Case Study: Middlesex Health

The Challenge
In the shadows of healthcare giant Yale New Haven, Middlesex Hospital had steadily 
grown the breadth and depth of its services. They wanted their brand to reflect this 
evolution. Primacy was their partner through the transition from Middlesex Hospital 
to Middlesex Health: a fully integrated system competing with two large health 
networks in Connecticut. 

The Work
After creating and extending an entirely new visual language, Primacy launched 
the brand in-market with a fully integrated campaign to promote awareness of the 
system with messaging targeted to change consumer perception, and support 
patient acquisition for core service lines. Then, we completely redesigned and 
rebuilt the Middlesex website to better align with their brand promise, and 
attract, convert, and retain customers. 

The Results
• Brand perception that Middlesex Health “is a comprehensive health care system 

for all my needs” + 16%

• Site visits +13% YoY

• Physician searches +17% YoY

• Organic searches for new brand name + 136% 
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The Challenge
Despite their size and reputation, The University of Kansas Health System website 
was outdated and not intuitive for patients to navigate. Primacy was challenged to 
create a presence that performed better, while also better representing their brand 
on the national stage. 

The Work
The website was re-designed to make key tasks easier to find, while demonstrating 
their brand focus on innovation, and patient empathy. In addition to revised site 
architecture and user experience, Primacy incorporated custom search tools for 
visitors to easily find treatments, physicians, and locations. Built to comply with 
WCAG 2.0 accessibility standards, The University of Kansas Health System now has 
a world-class digital presence that better represents the brand promise, and is 
performing across a number of key metrics.

The Results
• Since launch in May of 2019, there has been a dramatic increase in key patient 

tasks such as: request an appointment, service line form submissions, and form 
submissions for find a physician.

• Overall Find A Doctor search completions have increased by 17% YoY

• 28% increase in goal task completions including visitors obtaining directions to 
care centers (+11%), or calling a center for more information (+13%)

University of Kansas 
Health System
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Visit the full The University of Kansas Health System case study

https://www.theprimacy.com/agency-work/university-kansas-health-system
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South Shore Health
The Challenge
South Shore Health was vying for patients in a highly competitive market just 20 
miles from Boston and its world-renowned healthcare brands: Mass General, Dana-
Farber and Brigham & Women’s. They needed a smart and effective strategy to 
increase volumes in the key service lines of primary care and ortho joint.

The Work
In markets where there are plenty of healthcare options and consumers are willing to 
travel, it’s not enough to be close. You have to convince them they're getting 
convenience without compromising on quality. Our campaign needed to encourage 
prospective patients to reconsider their assumptions about getting care outside of 
Boston by making them aware of the unparalleled expertise and next-generation 
technology available at South Shore Health.

Beyond impactful messaging and creative, we needed to understand our target 
segments for the service lines. We updated personas to identify concerns, emotions, 
barriers and decision points.

The Results
• 136% increase in appointment requests

• 20% volume increase in primary care

• 8% volume increase in orthopedics
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Case Study: HMR
When it comes to targeting consumers, hospitals and health systems can learn a lot 
from the example of consumer-facing brands.

The Challenge
How do you break through in the $72 billion dollar US weight loss market with titans 
like Oprah lending star-power to the competition? That was the task at hand when 
Primacy partnered with Health Management Resources (HMR). After 30 years of 
success in weight-loss clinics, the broader consumer audience still had no idea who 
they were. To challenge the status quo (and Oprah), we had to shift the culture and 
the conversation. 

The Work
We conducted focus groups and an in-depth competitive analysis, and identified 
a white space in the saturated weigh-loss market. Our target would be those who are 
done with diets, fads and gimmicks. HMR is the intense, comprehensive and 
clinically-proven weight-loss program they’ve been looking for. We developed an
efficient media plan, hyper-focused on HMR’s target persona. We implemented 
highly coordinated cross-channel digital touchpoints for awareness, education 
and acquisition.

The Results
• 400% increase in site visits

• 35% increase in enrollment

• 29% increase in revenue
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Healthcare Marketing Primers

• Define Your Brand Strategy

• Bring Your Brand to Life

• Fast-Track a Strategic Creative Campaign

• Fine-Tune Your Service Line Strategy

• Update Your Personas & Journey Maps

• Develop a Digital Strategy

• Supercharge Your SEO

• Evaluate Your Accessibility Compliance

• Measure What Matters

Each Primer is designed to be a fast, strategic and affordable way to define your brand, create powerful digital experiences and attract 
prospective patients. They take between one and four weeks to complete, and cost between $10,000 and $60,000.

Brand Primers Digital Experience Primers Patient Acquisition Primers



Having a defined brand position – and 
communicating it clearly and creatively 
across all of your channels – is more 
important than ever. 

These Primers will give you the brand clarity 
you need, the creative spark you require and 
the communications strategy it takes to 
make it all work.

Brand Primers
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Brand Primers
Primer Challenge How This Primer Will Help What’s Included Timeline Cost

Define Your 
Brand 
Strategy

Your brand has to do more heavy lifting 
than ever before. It must reinforce your 
value proposition and also reassure 
consumers in the context of COVID-19.  
How do you showcase your brand while 
ensuring your communications are 
genuine and useful in this pandemic?

Develop a clear, actionable strategy 
to make your brand relevant in the 
midst of COVID-19. While most brand 
assessments require a major time 
investment – you’ll get actionable 
insights in weeks, not months.

• Evaluation of current brand strategy, research 
and COVID-19 communications

• Discovery process, including digital surveys of up 
to 3 key audiences (e.g., existing patients, 
consumers at-large, a target segment).

• The brand strategy will include key findings and 
brand POV, a content and messaging 
framework that is uniquely relevant in the 
pandemic, targeted recommendations by 
channel, a tiered timeline approach

3-4 weeks $50,000

Bring Your 
Brand to Life

Healthcare rebranding projects often end 
up getting “lost in translation.” The 
findings are sound, but challenges 
abound in bringing the brand to life.

Revisit your rebrand and make your 
investment far more actionable – and 
tangible. This Primer will help you 
turn strategy into execution, quickly.

• Audit of existing brand strategy, research & 
findings

• Communications/messaging approach for your 
top 3 audiences

• Examples of brand executions across key 
channels 

• 2 distinct creative mood boards showing how to 
bring your brand to life

2 weeks $40,000

Fast-Track a 
Strategic 
Creative 
Campaign

Developing a new or revitalized creative 
campaign for patient acquisition, brand, 
or both can be a laborious, daunting 
process. But healthcare today requires 
campaign development as agile as the 
marketplace.

This rapid-response creative Primer 
will deliver you a new campaign in 3 
weeks or less. And our award winning 
creative team means your creative 
will be both fresh and effective.

• Audit of your existing research, strategy and 
creative assets

• Creative opportunity point of view and Strategic 
Creative Brief

• 3 campaign concepts showing an example digital 
display ad and print ad

2-3 weeks $50,000



A strong digital ecosystem is critical to the 
success of your marketing, communications 
and volume-driving efforts.

These Primers will get your team focused on 
the crucial first steps you need to take to 
ensure consumers can find you online – and 
you can measure the impact of your efforts.

Digital Experience 
Primers
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Digital Experience Primers

Primer Challenge How This Primer Will Help What’s Included Timeline Cost

Develop a 
Digital 
Strategy

COVID-19 has driven more consumers to 
engage with you via your website and 
social. However, your digital experience is 
inconsistent and your messaging is 
unclear. What’s more, outdated 
technology has presented real challenges 
for web and content managers trying to 
implement frequent pandemic updates, 
safety and service information, as well as 
interactive tools. 

Rethink your online experience and 
rapidly develop a roadmap to get the 
most out of your digital ecosystem. 
This strategy will serve as a roadmap 
to success long after the pandemic 
passes. 

• Evaluation of current website from the following 
perspectives: brand, UX, creative, SEO, technical, 
analytics and accessibility 

• Persona and journey map review and updates
• Evaluation of social media channels for brand, 

creative and audience targeting
• Strategy document with new website vision and 

implementation imperatives, persona and journey 
map updates, and recommendations for 
improvement in UX, creative, SEO, technical, 
analytics, accessibility and social media channels

3-4 weeks $60,000

Supercharge 
Your SEO

Organic website traffic is “free” 
advertising for your institution, but what if 
you’re ranking for the wrong keywords or 
missing opportunities to maximize the 
strength of your website’s domain? 

Dramatically improve your organic 
traffic with a best-in-class SEO 
strategy so you can get the most out 
of search.

• Evaluation of current state of SEO on your 
primary website and up to 3 other institutional 
websites, including top keywords and domain 
authority

• Recommendations for top 10 improvements to 
enhance organic search performance

1 week $10,000
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Digital Experience Primers

Primer Challenge How This Primer Will Help What’s Included Timeline Cost

Evaluate 
Your 
Accessibility 
Compliance

The digital transformation accelerated by 
COVID-19 shines a spotlight on the 
inability of websites and apps to provide 
people with disabilities online access to 
essential information and services. 
Accessibility compliance is a critical issue 
for the healthcare industry, but scanning 
software captures only 30-40% of issues 
and ongoing compliance is a real 
challenge.

Find your hidden accessibility risks 
before others do. In this primer, we’ll 
evaluate your site, provide you a 
report of the most critical issues and 
train your staff on how to stay 
compliant.

• Evaluation of homepage, Tier 1, Tier 2, search, 
major functionality (up to 10 pages) and one 
complex and one simple form, 1 representative 
PDF

• Programmatic scan, color contrast check, 
multimedia test, keyboard-only browsing and 
manual testing

• Report and meeting outlining major accessibility 
violations and remediation recommendations

• 2 days of staff accessibility testing

1 week $15,000

Measure 
What 
Matters

Healthcare institutions are increasingly 
inundated with too much data and not 
enough insight – leaving you with a pile of 
useless numbers. 

Do more with your data with a 
comprehensive data strategy. Our 
analytics experts will partner with you 
to decide what to measure, how to 
measure it and what to do with what 
you learn.

• Audit and report of existing measurement and 
reporting strategy 

• Audit of existing website tagging structure
• Measurement strategy, including KPI 

development
• Recommendations to improve website tagging
• Recommendations around portal tracking and 

analytics (currently available via Epic only) 

1 week $10,000



The healthcare landscape has changed forever, 
and there are things you can do to be 
successful in the new environment.

These Primers will ensure that you’re targeting 
the right consumers in the right markets with 
the right messages – and you can track their 
activities at every step along the journey.

Patient Acquisition 
Primers
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Patient Acquisition Primers

Primer Challenge How This Primer Will Help What’s Included Timeline Cost

Fine-Tune 
Your Service 
Line Strategy

While the coronavirus continues, 
healthcare marketers need to find 
effective ways to build volume and 
regain revenue. With pressure to 
strengthen the bottom line and offset 
financial losses due to COVID-19, 
there’s no time to waste! In these 
extraordinary times, last year’s service 
line strategy isn’t going to cut it.

Rapidly refine your service line 
strategy to align with the new realities 
of COVID-19.  Primacy will help you 
identify new priorities and 
opportunities as healthcare 
undergoes tremendous change.

• Evaluation of current strategy for up to 4 key 
service lines and related performance metrics

• Digital surveys of existing patients for up to 4 key 
service lines.

• Update or creation of service line personas.
• Actionable service line insights based on your 

primary data (volume & market share as provided 
by client), industry research and trends.

• Marketing strategy for 4 key service lines, 
includes tactical and channel recommendations.

2 weeks $40,000

Update Your 
Personas & 
Journey 
Maps

Healthcare consumers and their decision-
making processes have changed, but your 
personas and journey maps are still 
focused on a 
pre-COVID world.

This UX-driven process will update 
your personas and journey maps to 
reflect new insights into the 
demographics, decision-making 
criteria and challenges your 
prospects face so your marketing is 
focused on the future.

• Review of 3 current personas, journey maps and 
patient acquisition marketing strategy

• Updated personas and journeys with 
recommendations for marketing, communications 
and measurement 

1-2 weeks $15,000
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Growth-Focused Strategic Partners 
Curated teams of big picture strategic thinkers and highly specialized subject matter 
experts, deployed on-demand, just when you need them. We take a problem-solving, 
opportunity-seeking, consultative approach to solving your organization’s needs and 
challenges.

Impactful Brand Accelerators
We know how to do the hard work of making a brand tangible, taking it from words in 
a strategy deck to websites, print communications, emails, landing pages, social 
posts, etc, that help people understand why you matter in the world. 

Broad and Deep Healthcare Experts 
We’ve worked with large academic medical centers, regional providers, community 
hospitals and payers. We have experience across the health and wellness 
continuum.

Insightful Thought Leaders
We stay ahead of the curve by investing in our own ongoing proprietary research, 
insights, whitepapers, webinars and more. 

Primacy’s Healthcare 
Practice

Strategic 
Healthcare Experts

Digital & Data 
At Our Core

A Truly Full-
Service Agency



Thank You!

Interested in learning more about about these 
transformational marketing acceleration 
packages?

Get in touch with us at:
healthcare@theprimacy.com

mailto:healthcare@theprimacy.com

